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Introduction 
 

This ruleset for Splatoon LANs is an addendum to our original Splatoon 2 tournament ruleset, 
found here. 

   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LwG_CiPV58PwK07BbffIqtGQ0zFotJBzw-JL-g5Fzv0/edit?usp=sharing


1. Player Eligibility 
 

In order to compete in any EndGameTV LAN events, each player in a participating team 
must meet all of the following requirements.  

 
1.1. Player Age 

Players below 15 years of age prior to participating in any EndGameTV 
tournament matches are asked to have a parent/guardian with them. 

 

2. Player Equipment 
 

2.1. Provided Equipment 
LANs provide both EndGameTV and volunteered equipment allowing players to 
play Splatoon 2 in a local setting. Players are required to adhere to general 
tournament guidelines re: behavior and are responsible for paying any costs in 
damage inflicted onto equipment. 
 

2.2. Equipment Issues 
In the chance that equipment issues arise delaying the event, EndGameTV may 
require players to comply with requests to pause matches, troubleshoot 
equipment, and more in order to efficiently run the tournament. Those that do 
not comply may be issued match penalties. 
 

3. Tournament Structure 
 

3.1. Process of events 
 

3.1.1. Group Stage 
The number of groups and teams in each group will vary based on 
number of signups. Teams play in swiss format, reporting results to their 
assigned Pool Captain. Progression from each group is as follows: 
 

● The top 2 teams advance to a double elimination Bo5 Top 12 
bracket. 

● The 3rd-6th placing teams advance to a round robin elimination 
Redemption Bracket phase. 

● The bottom 4 placing teams are eliminated from the main 
tournament, advancing to a swiss Bo5 Bronze Bracket. 

 



3.1.2. Redemption Bracket & Top 12 
Once in a Redemption Bracket, teams play 3 matches in round robin 
format. The top 2 teams in each group advance to Top 12. Teams are to 
report to Pools Captains regarding where to play their matches, and are 
otherwise updated as to when they might play via smashgg brackets and 
by tournament admins. 

 

4. Match Process 
 

4.1. Match Format 
Group stage: Best of 5 
Amateur Brackets: Best of 5 
Top 12: Bo5 
Top 12 Grand Finals: Best of 7 
 

4.2. Game Preparation, Hosting, Room Arrival 
Teams must check in with a tournament admin 15 minutes prior to their wave 
starts. From there, teams are assigned to setups to play on. Teams will be given 
5 minutes to setup (8 minutes for round 1) equipment, warm up, and be ready 
to join a room. At the end of those 5 minutes, both teams are required to settle 
on who hosts a lobby and join that lobby. 
 

4.3. Role of Pool Captains 
 

4.3.1. Responsibilities 
Referees are EndGameTV staff members/volunteers responsible for 
running matches and reporting scores. Their responsibilities include, but 
are not limited to: 
 

A. Checking team lineups before a match 
B. Announcing match start to both teams 
C. Assigning teams to a setup 
D. Confirming match finish and publishing results 
E. Reporting technical or logistical issues to a tournament admin 

 
4.4. Game Setup 

 
4.4.1. Halo-Style Rules 

Halo-Style gametype rotation will be released the day before the 
tournament begins. Gametypes will be played in the order that they are 
listed for each round. It is both teams' responsibility to make sure that 
they are playing on the correct gametype.  



 
In the case that an incorrect map is fully played in a set, that match is to 
count, with the rest of the set returning to the intended maplist. If a 
faulty map is realized within the beginning of a game, teams are 
responsible for restarting the match as soon as possible to void the 
results of it. 

 
4.5. Coaching 

Teams are allowed to have one designated coach, who is allowed to coach 
between games of a set. Individuals are allowed to coach up to one team max. 
There is no more than one coach allowed to coach a team at a time.  
 
A team is not to be coached by someone scheduled to play at the same time as 
the team. If the above situation occurs, especially from on-the-spot seeding or 
bracketing at an event, a team may be allowed one substitute coach. 

 


